6.4 T6: YNYSVIEGGPMGDTLEK 9.8 1. 0   P43178  84  T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T9,T10,T11  3.3  ---O23748  78  T1,T2,T3,T4,T6,T7,T8;T9,T10, P43177  84  T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T9,T10,T11  5.0  ---P43180  73  T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T9,T10,T11  5.2  ---Q0QLS9  71  T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T8,T9,T10  4.6  T8: IVATPDGGCILK  8.0  4.1   Q39427  49  T1,T2,T3,T8,T11  5.0  ---P43177  81  T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T10,T11  3.7  ---P43183  81  T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T10,T11  3.6  ---P43179  81  T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T10,T11  3.6  ---P43180  81  T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T10,T11  3.8  ---Q9SCH6  68  T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T11  3.9  ---P43184  81  T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T10,T11 4.1 T2: AFILEGDTLIPK 9.8 -11 .7   P43180  64  T1,T2,T3,T6,T8,T10,T11  4.2  ---P15494  54  T2,T3,T6,T8,T10,T11  4.5  ---P43177  64  T1,T2,T3,T6,T8,T10, P43177  49  T2,T3,T6,T8,T11  2.8  ---P43179  34  T3,T6,T11  3.1  ---P43177  72  T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T8,T11  3.0  ---P15494  58  T1,T3,T5,T6,T8,T11  3.4  ---O23749  73  T1,T2,T3,T4,T6,T7,T8,T10, O23749  74  T1,T2,T3,T4,T6,T7,T8,T10,T11  3.7  ---Q0QLV2  67  T2,T3,T4,T6,T7,T8,T10  3.5  ---O23749  50  T1,T2,T3,T4,T8,T10  3.8  ---P43180  33  T1,T2,T3  3.1  ---P43177  81  T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T10,T11  3.4  ---P43179  56  T1,T3,T5,T7,T8,T10,T11  5.1  ---35  P43186  32  T1,T2,T4,T8  3.5  1 ---P43180  41  T1,T2,T3,T11  2.7  ---P43186  69  T1,T2,T3,T4,T6,T7,T8,T11  3.3  ---P43180  41  T1,T2,T3,T11  4.5  ---P43186  55  T1,T2,T3,T4,T8,T11 3.1 ---Gel & Spot: nomenclature refer to figure 1; Seq Cov.: sequence coverage was manually calculated including only pass one matches; T: peptide nomenclature refers to figure 3; protein error: precursor RMS mass error in ppm; N: number of isoforms per spot; P: aminoacid sequence of peptides if protein was identified with one peptide only; *: fragmentation spectra of these peptides are shown in supplementary 
